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The vomeronasal organ (VNO) of mammals plays an essential role in the detection of pheromones. We obtained simultaneous recordings of action potentials from large subsets of VNO neurons. These cells responded to components of urine by increasing their firing rate. This chemosensory activation required phospholipase C function. Unlike most other sensory neurons, VNO neurons did not adapt under prolonged stimulus exposure. The full time course of the VNO spiking response is captured by a simple quantitative model of ligand binding. Many individual VNO neurons were strongly selective for either male or female mouse urine, with the effective concentrations differing as much as a thousandfold. These results establish a framework for understanding sensory coding in the vomeronasal system.
Pheromones of mammals induce complex behaviors and neuroendocrine changes, such as the choice of a mate, territorial defense, the female estrous cycle, and onset of puberty (1, 2) . It has been argued that pheromones are detected primarily by the VNO (2, 3) . The identification of a large number of putative pheromone receptor genes, grouped into two divergent gene families, suggests that the population of sensory neurons is highly heterogeneous (4 -7) . Individual glomeruli of the accessory olfactory bulb collect projections from multiple types of VNO receptor neurons, and therefore the sensory code is likely to involve patterns of activity across the receptor population (8, 9) . We reasoned that such a distributed population code should be observed by simultaneously recording the activity of a large number of VNO neurons in response to natural stimuli. This type of approach might reveal how sex, social dominance, or individual identity are represented by activity patterns in the VNO.
We recorded the action potentials of VNO neurons using a flat array of 61 extracellular electrodes (10) . Even in the absence of stimulus, VNO neurons were spontaneously active (11), most of them firing intermittent bursts of spikes (Fig. 1A) . When interpreting sensory responses, this pattern of maintained activity poses a hazard: A spontaneous burst may synchronize with the stimulus by chance and may be mistaken for a response. Such chance events may have confounded previous studies (12) (13) (14) . We overcame this difficulty by delivering stimuli repeatedly, under precise temporal control (15) . Of 221 neurons recorded in five preparations, 84 responded reproducibly to dilute urine by increasing their firing rate (see, for example, Fig. 1B) . The sensitivity varied considerably across neurons, and the effective urine concentration (relative to undiluted urine) sufficient to elicit a response ranged from Ͻ0.0001 to 0.01. In no case did we observe a reproducible stimulus-induced inhibition (13, 14) .
In addition to pheromones, mouse urine contains urea and potassium ions, which could potentially cause neurons to fire by direct membrane depolarization. Three lines of evidence establish that, instead, a specific chemosensory pathway underlies these responses. First, "artificial urine," containing the most abundant ionic and organic components of urine (10), did not affect firing, even at a relative concentration of 0.1 (16) . Second, in any given VNO, some neurons were far more sensitive to female than to male mouse urine, whereas other neurons displayed an opposite selectivity (discussed further below). Third, responses to urine, but not to potassium ions, depend on a signal transduction cascade: 50 mM potassium excited the neurons, but the kinetics of the response differed sharply from that to urine (Fig. 2A) . The onset of the urine response was delayed relative to the potassium response (by 0.33 Ϯ 0.18 s, mean Ϯ SD; P Ͻ 10 Ϫ7 , if one assumes a gaussian distribution), and it also lasted considerably longer (by 3.1 Ϯ 2.5 s, measuring the difference in exponential decay times; P Ͻ 10 Ϫ5 ). Presumably, potassium ions act directly to depolarize the membrane, whereas dilute urine achieves this only through a slower sensory transduction mechanism. A similar response delay occurs when odorants are presented to dissociated neurons of the main olfactory epithelium (17) .
To obtain direct evidence for a signal transduction cascade, we applied pharmacological agents to the neuroepithelium. An inhibitor of phospholipase C, 10 M U-73122 (18, 19) , blocked spiking responses to urine but not to potassium (Fig. 2B) . A nearly inactive structural analog, U-73343 (18), had no measurable effect on the response to urine. An inhibitor of phosphodiesterase, 500 M isobutyl methylxanthine (IBMX), also had no effect on firing activity (44 cells). These results indicate that the response of VNO neurons to urine components involves the specific activation of an intracellular signal transduction pathway. Moreover, they identify phospholipase C-␤ (PLC-␤) as a key element of the cascade and also confirm that cyclic nucleotides are not essential (20, 21) . Molecular similarity has been found between the signaling pathways of mammalian VNO neurons and Drosophila photoreceptors, including specific expression of ion channels of the TRP family (22) . Requirement for PLC-␤ function in the VNO parallels the involvement of the NorpA protein in the Drosophila eye (23) and provides additional support for similarity between the two pathways.
Having established the specificity of these VNO responses, we proceeded to a quantitative analysis of sensory coding. In most sensory systems (24, 25) , a sustained stimulus causes the primary receptor cells to adapt by altering their sensitivity. For example, olfactory receptor cells change their dose-response relation within seconds (26) . In contrast, we found little or no adaptation in VNO neurons during a 100-s presentation of 300-fold diluted urine (Fig. 3) . Previous work showed that mouse VNO neurons fire at a steady rate when driven with intracellular current injection (21) . Our results demonstrate that the entire chemo-transduction process fails to adapt. The primary purpose of adaptation in other sensory systems is to retain sensitivity to variations in stimulus intensity over a wide range of background intensities. Such a facility may not be biologically relevant for pheromone detection. Given the relatively slow access of stimuli to the VNO (27 ) , the need to detect minute amounts of pheromones, and the long-lasting impact of pheromone detection on the organism, adaptation might indeed be undesirable.
These observations led us to formulate a model in which the firing rate directly represents the occupancy of a pheromone receptor, as determined by first-order binding kinetics. We suppose that each neuron has just one receptor type and that each receptor molecule exists in one of two states, either unoccupied or bound to its ligand. At ligand concentration C, transitions to the bound state occur at rate k ϩ ϭ C; reversion to the unbound state occurs at a rate k Ϫ independent of ligand concentration. The firing rate r, averaged across trials, increases with the fraction p of occupied receptors as r ϭ r 0 ϩ ␣p, where r 0 is the spontaneous firing rate, and the proportionality factor ␣ is the firing rate increase at receptor saturation. From these kinetics, one readily derives the time dependence of the average firing rate following square pulses of ligand application [Eqs. 1 to 3 in (28)]. This model provides a pleasing fit to the kinetics of the response (Fig. 4, A and B) . The steadystate firing rate during a prolonged step should follow the Michaelis-Menten law (Eq. 4), which is confirmed by the measurements (Fig. 4, C and D) . Thus, one can characterize a neuron's sensitivity to a given stimulus with a single number: the Michaelis constant K m ϭ k Ϫ /, which corresponds to the concentration that elicits a half-saturating response (29). An individual neuron, faced with a urine sample of unknown concentration, cannot resolve the sex of the donor animal. On the other hand, a population of cells, with different chemical selectivities, can represent sex and concentration unambiguously. Thus, we measured the Michaelis constants of a population of neurons from a male mouse VNO (Fig. 4E) . The sensitivities to both male and female mouse urine were distributed over 2 to 3 orders of magnitude. Nearly half of the neurons showed a clear preference for the sample from one or the other sex. This indicates that their specific ligands are present at different concentrations in male and female mouse urine, at ratios ranging up to 1000-fold. A similar result was obtained in a female mouse VNO (Fig. 4F) .
To demonstrate that this observed selectivity is tied to the sex of the donor animal rather than to other characteristics, we tested the same VNO population with two urine samples from different animals of the same sex. The vast majority of neurons had similar Michaelis constants for the two samples: In  Fig. 4 , G and H, most points lie close to the diagonal (30), whereas they scatter far from the diagonal in Fig. 4 , E and F. We conclude that the population response of VNO neurons is very sensitive to the sex of the donor. In addition, though, some cells (Fig. 4H) show a clear preference for one of the two male mouse samples, suggesting that these neurons recognize pheromones that vary between individuals of the same sex. Such receptor neurons may contribute to the behavioral recognition of individual differences (1, 2) .
The VNOs of both sexes were found to contain neurons specific for the pheromones of either sex. This result is consistent with the fact that all putative pheromone receptors examined so far are expressed in both males and females (4, 5) . In addition, more than half of VNO neurons responding to urine stimuli detect cues that are independent of sex. The absence of any clustering of neuronal response types in Fig. 4 , E to H, reinforces the notion of a large heterogeneity among VNO sensory neurons, consistent with the existence of over 100 different putative receptor genes (4 -7) . Pheromone-induced behaviors and endocrine changes clearly involve complex sensory recognition that goes beyond mere sex discrimination, requiring identification of the species, familial status, and even individual identity of animals. The population recording approach described here should help in unraveling the neural code for these variables. 
where the on-rate k ϩ is given by
We assume in addition that there is a small delay ⌬t between valve opening and onset of the response, such that the firing rate follows the form
The steady-state rate during a long pulse is
In fitting the model to the measurements, the neuron's firing rate was estimated by counting spikes in time bins and averaging across trials with the same stimulus. Standard errors were computed for each bin. Then Eq. 3 was fit to the data with the model parameters chosen to minimize chi-square. The values for r 0 , ␣, k -, and ⌬t, were common across all stimuli and concentrations. Different values for were used for chemically different stimuli. Uncertainties in the parameters were computed from the covariance matrix of chi-square at the minimum. In Fig. 4 , C and D, the steady-state rate r(ϱ) was estimated from the data by extrapolating the response time course using Eqs. 1 and 3, but allowing an independent value of k ϩ for each concentration. This is compared to the steady-state rate predicted from the assumption of first-order binding (Eq. 2). For Fig.  4 , E to H, the above fits were performed for all recorded neurons. We excluded from the plots those cells for which the value of K m ϭ k Ϫ / could not be determined to within 2 log units for all stimuli. Invariably, these neurons lacked a recognizable response. 29. Mechanistically, this binding constant and the binding reactions (Eqs. 1 and 2) could reflect properties of the pheromone receptor or those of some subsequent limiting component of the signal transduction cascade. Note also that this model serves to predict only the average firing rate across trials, not the burst structure (Fig. 1) or any other statistic of the spike trains. 30. On closer inspection, the data points in Fig. 4G 
